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Decentralized 6G Business Models

4C

Resource
configuration

Markets

Blockchain

How could the evolution of future 6G business model unfold
utilizing novel decentralized resource configuration?
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The Halifax Morning Chronicle, 24 October 1907

Fleming's transmitter for Marconi's transatlantic transmission

100+ years of interference avoidance – from macro to micro operators
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The Economist, May 2017

The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil
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B. Wirtz, O. Schilke and S. Ullrich, “Strategic development of business models – implications of the web 2.0 for creating value on the internet,” Long Range Planning, 2010.

Connection: network infrastructure and related services that
enable exchange of information and users’ participation

Content delivers consumer centered, personalized various
types of content

increase transparency and reduce complexity

Context provides structure and navigation for users to

sellers of goods and services

Commerce enables low transaction costs for buyers and

4C typology classifies internet age business models
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extreme mobile broadband
fixed wireless access
mission critical vertical
edge computing
network Data-as-a-Service
network-as-a-service
multi-tenancy
aggregators and brokers
data bridging
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S. Yrjölä, P. Ahokangas, and M. Matinmikko-Blue, “Novel Context and Platform Driven Business Models via 5G Networks,” PIMRC’19, Genova, Italy, Sept 2018.

Connectivity

Content

Context

Commerce

5G is evolving towards context and platform driven business models

Evolved business frameworks
• Business ecosystems
• Platform economics
• Sharing economy
• 4C connectivity, content, context, commerce
• Resource configuration
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T. Mallone et al. “Electronic Markets and Electronic Hierarchies,” Communications of the ACM 30(6):484-497, June 1987

Low
High
Asset specificity

Market

Hierarchy

Technology enablers:
• Cloud (edge, central), SDN, NFV and slicing
• Open APIs (service integration)
• Flexible spectrum licensing (local, shared)
• Cognitive systems
• Brokerage

5G evolution enablers will lead to an overall shift towards markets

Complexity of product description
Low
High
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F is focal firm, C-Vs are value co-creators, Rs resources and N needs.
The arrow denotes that certain resources are utilized to meet certain needs

Decentralized
resource configuration prototypes

R2 – C-V2 – N2

Centralized
transaction enabler platform

R1 – C-V1 – N1

Rn – C-Vn – Nn

R2 – C-V2 – N2

RF – F – NF

R1 – C-V1 – N1

without an orchestrator between the direct value co-creation and value co-capture

Conceptualization of the decentralized resource configuration prototypes
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Uncertain regulatory and legal
status in most countries

Permanent, immutable and
transparent records

Users in control of their own data

Secure information storage without
a single point of failure

Lack of concrete business models

Partnerships and alliances are crucial

Public blockchain network consumes
a significant amount of energy

Public acceptance requires addressing
privacy and security concerns

Costly and demanding process to
migrate from current systems

Decentralized; eliminates need
for trust

Low-latency transactions costeffectively

Uncertainties

Promising characteristics

With minimal value flowing out of the direct value co-creation

Blockchain assists the progression of value-creation microprocesses

?

S. Yrjölä “5G meets Blockchain in the hype curve,” FinTech 2017
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•
•
•
•
•

network sharing and (national) roaming
(neutral) hosting
network assets marketplace (Edge cloud resources, Network slices, Spectrum, vertical synergies)
Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) marketplace
Cloud, NFV and SDN transaction based networking and services
Provenance tracking :
• system tests, certification, and integrity checking (OPSEC)
• supply chain & asset tracking
• Identity-as-a-Service for IoT machines
Inter-organizational recordkeeping and integration:
• audit trail of critical inter-network element data exchange
• performance monitoring and fault detection
• official registry for government licensed assets, certified elements, and rules databases.

Lightweight transactions:

First blockchain baby steps
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can emerge in the future wireless systems context?
• Research the dynamics of value creation, capture and sharing.
• Identify and categorize various emerging ecosystem roles, business model elements
and their ecosystemic configurations?

• Explore and understand how and why platform-based ecosystemic business models

Research themes

• Blockchain with ML is disruptive technology enabler important to scout

• Evolution from pipelines & hierarchies towards platforms & markets

• Evolution from centralized to distributed, and macro to local

• Exploding number of cross-industry stakeholders in the ecosystem

6G will only be as good as the business models it dovetails with

Conclusions

